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(54) Title: MAGAZINH FOR CAPSULEHS OF ESPRESSO COFFHE

(54) Bezeichnung: MAGAZIN FUR ESPRESSO-KAFFEEKAPSELN

(57) Abstract: Capsules 2a) of espresso

coffee, of an essentially rotationally

symmetrical form, in particular in the form of

a straight frustum fit in a sliding manner into

the essentially cylindrical magazine tubes (1)
S of a magazine which may he placed vertically

The capsules of espresso coffee may be
stacked in the magazine tubes At the

bottom of the magazine tube an extraction

opening is provided for extraction of the

capsules of espresso coffee. In order to simply
and exactly insert the capsules of espresso

coffee into the magazine tubes, said magazine

tubes are ilted at the upper end thereof

with an insertion moulding, comprising a
lateral insertion opening 

(57) Zusammenfassung: In cine scnkrccht
aufstellbare im wesentlichen zylindrische
Magazinrhre eines Magazins passen
glcitbeweglich Espresso-Kaffeekapscln 2a)
ciner im wesentlichen rotationssymmetrischen,

6insbesondere gerade kegelsumpffrmigen
0 Form. Die Espresso-Kaffcekapscln sind

in der Magazinrdhre stapelbar. Zur
Entnahme der Espresso-Kaffeekapse]n

2Ccist aus der Magazinrdhre unten cine2a Entnahmedffnung ausgeformt. Damit die
0 Espresso-Kafeekapseln einfach und exakt in

3 die Magazinrdhre cingcffihrt werden kdnnen,
ist die Magazinrdhre an ihrer Oberseite 

mit einer Einschublehre ausgestattet, die eine seitliche Einschubtffnung aufweist.
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MAGAZINE FOR ESPRESSO COFFEE CAPSULES

The invention relates to a magazine for espresso coffee capsules comprising at

least one essentially cylindrical magazine tube to be set up vertically.

Any discussion of the prior art throughout the specification should in no way be

considered as an admission that such prior art is widely known or forms part of common

general knowledge in the field.

To simplify the process of filling the brewing chamber of espresso machines with

ground coffee, increasing use is being made of the known espresso coffee capsules

which are filled with premeasured portions of ground coffee. The espresso coffee

capsules are industrially made and are filled, immediately after the ground coffee

undergoes the grinding process, with a measured amount of it and hermetically sealed.

The known espresso coffee capsules are usually deep-drawn out of a plastic film and

have essentially the shape of a frustum of a right cone, with the base of the frustum of

the cone forming the bottom of the espresso coffee capsules. The bottom of the espresso

coffee capsule may have an edge projecting from the side that serves as a bottom for

fastening a metal foil.

The espresso coffee capsules may contain various varieties of coffee, in order to

store them in a simple manner while keeping their aroma fresh. At present, about 

different varieties of coffee are commercially available in espresso coffee capsules. It

has turned out to be expedient to store the espresso coffee capsules with the various

varieties of coffee in a magazine in an orderly fashion. An essential component of such

a magazine is an essentially cylindrical, normally vertically arranged magazine tube

which, according to the state of the art, is completely open on top and may have a

removal aperture at the bottom. Inside the magazine tube a plurality of espresso coffee

capsules may be stacked one above the other. A number of magazine tubes, for example

six, may be combined, according to the state of the art, into a revolving magazine.

However, it is also conceivable for a series of magazine tubes to be linearly arranged

next to one another.

In any case, care should be taken when filling the magazine tubes that the

espresso coffee capsules are placed into the magazine tube in one desired position only,

in order to facilitate their manipulation when removing them and thereafter. In

particular, it should not happen that some of the espresso coffee capsules placed into a

magazine tube are standing upside down, bottom-up.
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Next, an espresso coffee capsule taken from the removal aperture of a magazine

tube may be inserted into an espresso machine's brewing chamber that is designed to

hold this capsule. When the brewing chamber is closed, the top of the espresso coffee

capsule is punctured by a water supply element. The bottom of the espresso coffee

capsule is designed to tear once a predetermined brewing water pressure of about six

bars, for example, is reached or exceeded, so that the brewing process can take place.

It is an object of the present invention to overcome or ameliorate at least one of

the disadvantages of the prior art, or to provide a useful alternative.

It is an object of the present invention in its preferred embodiment to so design a

magazine for espresso coffee capsules of the type set out in the opening paragraph that

the espresso coffee capsules may be inserted without necessitating great attention, so

that the capsules may be stacked in their intended orientation and may be readily

removed therefrom and used.

According to an aspect of the invention, there is provided magazine for espresso

coffee capsules comprising at least one essentially cylindrical magazine tube, to be set

up vertically and into which the espresso coffee capsules having an essentially

symmetrical shape about an axis thereof, can fit and slide and may be stacked in the said

magazine tube, including a removal aperture formed below, wherein the magazine tube

is provided at its top with an insertion guide comprising a lateral insertion aperture and a

groove open in downward direction, capable of holding an edge projecting from the

bottom of the espresso coffee capsules and ends at an insertion aperture.

Unless the context clearly requires otherwise, throughout the description and the

claims, the words 'comprise', 'comprising', and the like are to be construed in an

inclusive sense as opposed to an exclusive or exhaustive sense; that is to say, in the

sense of "including, but not limited to".

Preferably, the essentially symmetrical shape is the frustum of a right cone and

preferably the removal aperture leads out of a magazine tube.

An insertion guide comprising a lateral insertion aperture has the effect that the

espresso coffee capsule is automatically inserted into the magazine tube in the correct

manner and not, for example in such a way that it is positioned upside down in the

magazine tube, i.e. bottom-up. This further allows easy insertion into the magazine tube,

as the espresso coffee capsule is forcibly guided in the hood. Thus, the magazine tube

may be filled without great attention.



To make the orientation of the espresso coffee capsule in the insertion guide

particularly precise, the insertion guide is designed as a hood which is shaped, where it

abuts the side insertion aperture on the inside, essentially the same as half a capsule, as

defined by a vertical section through the middle of the capsule. This hood is also

aesthetically pleasing.

In order for the insertion guide, which is designed as a hood, to fit together with

the espresso coffee capsules, which have an edge projecting from the sides on the

bottom, the insertion guide, has a groove inside thereof so that the groove runs in the

peripheral direction and opens toward the insertion aperture and downward, suitable to

hold the edge of the espresso coffee capsules. Overall, the diameter of the espresso

coffee capsules is biggest at the edge and tapers upward in the direction of the height of

the espresso coffee capsules. For this reason, even if the espresso coffee capsule

comprises a projecting edge, the espresso coffee capsule inserted in the insertion guide

may drop unhindered but automatically guided vertically downward into the magazine

tube. When required, it may then be withdrawn from the lower removal aperture of the

magazine tube.

The design of the magazine tube comprising an insertion guide is suitable for an

arrangement of a plurality of, in particular 5 6 magazine tubes in a row, so that each of

them may be supplied with capsules correctly and in order, with each magazine tube

storing only capsules with a particular kind of coffee.

In the case of a revolving magazine a plurality of, e.g. 5 6 magazine tubes are

arranged in a circle for the same purpose. The revolving magazine has the advantage

that each selected magazine tube containing the respective espresso coffee capsules of a

certain variety of coffee may be rotated to a predetermined withdrawal point. It is

advantageous for each of these magazine tubes installed in the revolving magazine to

have an insertion guide, which is thus safely assigned to exactly one magazine tube.

Instead, it is also conceivable to provide only a single insertion guide in fixed

relationship on the magazine and used for all magazine tubes, which may be revolved

under the hood for filing one after the other, which, as a result, allows savings by

reducing the number of insertion guides.

The magazine comprising at least one magazine tube with an insertion guide,

may be designed as an independent unit which may be set up vertically, independently

of an espresso machine, but may also be compactly integrated into an espresso machine.
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The invention will be elucidated in what follows by way of a drawing containing

six figures, from which further advantages and features of the invention may become

apparent. There are shown in:



Fig. 1 a magazine tube with an insertion guide in a partially cross-sectional side

elevation,

Fig. 2 a front view of the magazine tube according to Fig. 1,

Fig. 3 a plan view of a first embodiment of a magazine,

Fig. 4 a plan view of a second embodiment of a revolving magazine,

Fig. 4a a side element of the second embodiment according to Fig. 4 and

Fig. 5 a side elevation of a magazine comprising a plurality of magazine tubes

arranged in a row.

Figures 1 and 2 show an essentially cylindrical magazine tube 1 in which a plurality

of espresso coffee capsules 2 may be stacked on top of one another, as shown. The

magazine tube comprises, in the region of its bottom 3, a withdrawal aperture 4 from

which the lowermost espresso coffee capsule 2a may be pulled out. On its top 5, the

magazine tube 1 has an insertion guide 6 in the form of a hood which is securely

connected to the magazine tube 1.

The hood-shaped insertion guide has an insertion aperture 7 on its side and the inside

thereof, where it abuts the aperture 7 is shaped essentially like half a capsule as is

apparent from the drawing. The insertion guide is closed at the top, which, however,

is not absolutely necessary.

The espresso coffee capsule 2 is symmetric about its vertical axis 8 and is shaped

essentially as a frustum of a right cone. A round bottom 9 of the espresso coffee

capsule 2 is enlarged by an edge 10 projecting radially outward, the edge serving to

hold a closing device of sheet metal, not shown, or an espresso coffee capsule 2

containing ground coffee. Corresponding to this edge 10, the insertion guide 6

comprises, as can be seen from Fig. 2, inside on its lower side, which gradually

changes into the magazine tube 1, a groove 11, which is open in downward direction

and ends at the insertion aperture 7.
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When charging the magazine, the espresso coffee capsules 2 are inserted in the

direction of arrow 12 in Fig. 1 through the insertion aperture 7 into the insertion

guide, the edge 10 of the espresso coffee capsule being inserted into the groove 11. In

the final position that is then reached, half of the espresso coffee capsule, ie. the half

lying to the right of the vertical axis in the top left part of Figure 1, enters into a

substantially positive fit against the inside of the hood-shaped insertion guide 6. This

provides an accurate alignment of the espresso coffee capsule over the top of the

magazine tube. When the espresso coffee capsule 2 is released, it falls straight down

onto the bottom 3 of the magazine tube or onto the uppermost espresso coffee capsule

already contained inside the magazine tube 1.

The espresso coffee capsules may subsequently be removed one after the other,

always in order, from the removal aperture 4 of the magazine tubes 1.

Fig. 3 shows a top view of a first embodiment of a revolving magazine 13, which

comprises, in addition to the cylindrical magazine tube 1 according to Figures 1 and 2,

five further magazine tubes 14-18, arranged in a fixed manner on a carrier 19,

equidistant to one another in the direction around the periphery of the revolving

magazine 13, in particular, sitting on this round carrier 19. The carrier 19 can be

rotated with the magazine tubes 1, 14-18 in the direction of an arrow 20, so that each

magazine tube may be set to a selected position. each magazine tube 1, 144-18 is

designed like the magazine tube 1 according to Figures 1 and 2, it being possible only

to replace the bottom 3 by the joint carrier 19, and each having .a hood-shaped

insertion guide 6, 21-25 on top which is shaped like the insertion guide 6 in Figures 1

and 2. In a selected position of rotation, the withdrawn aperture 4 of the magazine

tube 1 and the lateral insertion aperture 7 of its insertion guide 6, see Figures 1 and 2,

are particularly readily accessible. However, it might also be possible, depending on

how the revolving magazine 13 is installed, to reach the lateral apertures of the

insertion guides 21-25 and the removal apertures of the magazine tubes 14-18 more or

less well, without necessarily having to move the revolving magazine.

The revolving magazine 26 of the second embodiment shown in Figure 4 and 4a

comprises six cylindrical magazine tubes 27-32 arranged equidistant around the
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periphery of an essentially cylindrical housing 33 in a rotatable manner. The housing

33 has a slit-shaped aperture 34 formed in its cylindrical wall, which corresponds, at
least below, to a removal aperture 35 in the magazine tube 27. In Fig. 4a, a base 36 of

the housing 33 furthermore has a cut-out 37 for removing espresso coffee capsules,
not shown, from the magazine tube 27, which in the present case is in the preferred

position. It is essential that in this embodiment only a single hood-shaped insertion

guide 38 is provided in a fixed manner in the top 3 of the housing 33, and this

insertion guide 38 is radially displaced, inwardly from the housing aperture 34 so that

a magazine tube, e.g. the magazine tube 27, rotated by a turning knob 40 into the

preferred position, is located below the insertion guide 38.

Fig. 5 shows a row-shaped arrangement of six magazine tubes 41-46, each of which

has a hood-shaped insertion guide 37-52 [should be 47-52] on the top. In this

arrangement, removal apertures, not marked, are made in a joint base 53 toward the

same side of the base, with the joint base 53 replacing the bottom 3 shown in Figures

1 and 2. The unmarked cut-outs of the hood-shaped insertion guides 37-52 are

likewise oriented toward the same side. Otherwise, the design of each magazine tube

41-46 with insertion guide 37-52 corresponds to that of the magazine tube 1 and to the

insertion guide 6 shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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List of Reference Numerals:

1. cylindrical magazine tube

2 espresso coffee capsule

2a espresso coffee capsule

3 bottom

4 removal aperture

top

6 insertion guide

7 insertion aperture

8 bottom

edge

11 groove

12 arrow

13 revolving magazine (1s embodiment)

14 further magazine tube

16

17

18

19 carrier

arrow

21 insertion guide

22

23

24

26 revolving magazine 2
nd embodiment)

27 magazine tube

28

29

31

33 housing
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34 housing aperture

removal aperture

36 base

37 cut-out

38 insertion guide

39 top

turning knob

41 magazine tube

42

43 I

44 I

I

46

47 insertion guide

48

49 I

t

51 1

52 t

53 base
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:-

1. Magazine for espresso coffee capsules comprising at least one essentially

cylindrical magazine tube, to be set up vertically and into which the espresso coffee

capsules having an essentially symmetrical shape about an axis thereof, can fit and slide

and may be stacked in the said magazine tube, including a removal aperture formed

below, wherein the magazine tube is provided at its top with an insertion guide

comprising a lateral insertion aperture and a groove open in downward direction,

capable of holding an edge projecting from the bottom of the espresso coffee capsules

and ends at an insertion aperture.

2. Magazine according to claim 1, wherein said essentially symmetrical shape is the

frustum of a right cone.

3. Magazine according to claim 1 or claim 2 wherein said removal aperture leads

out of the magazine tube.

4. Magazine according to any one of the preceding claims wherein:

the insertion guide is designed as a hood, shaped on the inside, where it abuts the

aperture on the side, essentially like half a capsule, as defined by a vertical section

through the middle of said capsule.

Magazine according to claim 4, wherein

the insertion guide designed as a hood is provided with a groove inside thereof so

as to extend in the peripheral direction thereof and open toward the insertion aperture.

6. Magazine according to claim 4 or 5, wherein

the insertion guide designed as a hood is closed at the top.

7. Magazine according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein

said magazine comprises a plurality of magazine tubes arranged.in a row, each

having an insertion guide.

8. Magazine according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein

said magazine is designed as a revolving magazine, comprising a plurality of

magazine tubes, which may be filled only in one revolving position under an insertion

guide which is arranged in a fixed manner.

9. Magazine according to any one of the preceding claims, where

said magazine is integrated into an espresso machine.



Magazine for espresso coffee capsules, substantially as herein described with

reference to any one of the embodiments of the invention illustrated in the

accompanying drawings and/or examples.

DATED this 2 6
th day of September 2005

Shelston IP
Attorneys for: Nestec S.A.
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